
I.

IN THE aftermath of the 1950s, the landscape of Romanian literature looked almostcompletely devastated: the Romanian version of proletcult, even though less proneto the curious blend of proletarian avant-garde theorized by Aleksandr Bogdanovin the original Russian proletcult a few decades earlier, had practically annihilated anyattempt at serious literary art in Romania during the 1950s. If, somewhat miraculous-ly, in what regarded prose three strong novels (written by Marin Preda, Petru Dumitriu,and Eugen Barbu) were produced, the desertification of poetry was practically complete:not only is there is no complete volume of poetry to be redeemed from the period, butnot even a cycle of poems. Even worse: not even one serious poem can be remem-bered from that anti-poetical catastrophe.One can thus easily understand why the lyrical eruption of a massive poetic genera-tion in the 1960s had the trappings of a miracle. After 15 years, the desert was finallytraversed—and the lyrical oasis was magically luxuriant: poetical forms suddenly flour-ished, just as numerous and variegated and vital as in the interwar period. The psycho-logical effect was overwhelming—and literary criticism was ecstatic in the reception ofthese new poets. Nicolae Labiº, Nichita Stãnescu, Ioan Alexandru, Leonid Dimov, MirceaIvãnescu were not simply well received: they were critically sanctified. The first majorcritical synthesis regarding the period, Eugen Simion’s Scriitori români de azi (Romanianwriters of today), put it plainly:
The recovery (of values, of tradition, of abandoned models, denied in the previous decades)is the work of these writers, many of them coming out of a long silence. Young people,in these circumstances, bring back the models of modernity in literature . . . Theiraction is reactive, rehabilitative, integrative . . . Their models belong in large part to
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modernity (the cult of the purity of literary genres, the obsession with identity, the poet-ry of poetry, the hermetical and conceptual language, the belief in the progress of artand the will to synchronize, the mythical vision of the poetic man, etc.), but they, or rathersome of them (Nichita Stãnescu, Dimov, Marin Sorescu, Mircea Ivãnescu...), alsoovercome these models of modernity and overcome themselves.1
As it usually happens not only in the evolution of the psyche, but also in that of litera-ture (which is itself, of course, our essential psyche, and therefore functions as one), ela-tion was soon followed by depression—and the Entzauberung was not late to arrive.For the generation of the 1980s, the lyrical achievements of their forerunners were notactually achievements—but rather misfortunes: according to the new standards, the poetsof the 1960s were too lyrical, too metaphorical, too modernist. What they wrote was nota continuation of the great lyrical forms of the 1930s—but a mere repetition of them.Pejorative terms like neomodernism or even tardomodernism were coined; in his ground-breaking synthesis on Romanian postmodernism, Mircea Cãrtãrescu stated that “themetaphorical explosion of the poetry of Nichita Stãnescu’s generation, spectacular initself, created the illusion that we had ‘one of the greatest poetries of the world’ in amoment when nowhere in the world a metaphorical poetry of modernist type waswritten anymore.”2 Even more, while admitting that what the poets of the ’60s wrotewas “real poetry,” Cãrtãrescu thought that this “resurrection of lyricism” was in fact ananachronism, a repetition of interwar modernism, delaying the synchronization of Romanianpoetry with Western postmodernist poetry—which was the main theme of his owngeneration.3 And, even worse, not only did it delay the synchronization—but it also avoid-ed reality by over-metaphorizing it. It was anachronic literature—and it was also escapist.This was to become the real content of the neomodernist label—and the official inter-pretation of the lyrical output of that age.4After the Revolution, there was already a general consensus regarding the anachron-ic and escapist nature of the poetry of the 1960s; the best post-revolutionary literaryhistory, that of Nicolae Manolescu, should have been theoretically favorable to these poets,belonging to the same generation as Manolescu himself; and, as a matter of fact, itwas; but even so, the anachronic (disguised as “non-historical”) and escapist chargesare explicitly uttered: 

As was the case with the lyrical poetry of the 1960s, encouraged in its escapism and abstrac-tion, literary criticism was allowed to indulge in textual and non-historical fireworks(despite the fact that Marxism was fundamentally connected with diachronism), from thesame mauvaise conscience which led to the urgent condemnation of the [Romanian]proletcultism: the present reality, both of society and of literature, intensely recommend-ed by the ideology, was but the demagogical guise of an opposing interest, namely that ofspeaking as little and, in any case, as less concretely as possible about the present.5
I will show in what follows that both these charges are false: this lyrical poetry wasnot non-historical—quite the contrary, it was an acute response to the historical con-text, formulated in the only ways admissible then; and it was not escapist and non-
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concrete—also quite the contrary, it gave a concrete poetical life and corpus to a chorusof voices demanding their right to exist.  

II. 

IN ORDER to prove this, one needs to examine first what life and corpus meant in atotalitarian regime, as opposed to what they mean in a liberal democracy. For Agamben,“nude life” is the very political subject of the modern democracy—and the princi-ple of habeas corpus (as stipulated since 1679) its functional articulation; “the simplecorpus” is the new subject of all modern policies—and it lies at the heart of all modernconstructions “in the philosophy and science of the baroque age, from Descartes toNewton, from Leibniz to Spinoza.” The corpus, with its “nude life” (or “sacred life” orzoe, as Agamben also calls it), is the central metaphor in all modern political reflectionsabout communities, from Hobbes to Arendt and to the policies for refugees.What totalitarianisms and their camps do, Agamben shows, is the brutal separationof the human from the political—namely the annihilation of the corpus. “Every ‘politi-cization’ of life,” dixit Agamben, “necessarily implies a concerning the threshold beyondwhich life ceases to be politically relevant . . . and can as such be eliminated without pun-ishment.”6 In a totalitarian regime, the private corpus becomes irrelevant for the publicpolicies and has to be eliminated. This elimination of the private corpus is called by Marci Shore, in her studies aboutliterature in Eastern European (post)totalitarianism, “the eclipsing of private space.”7
What poetry can do in such (post)totalitarian regimes is to preserve the concreteintegrity of the corpus—not only of the mind, but also of the body.8 In (post)totalitari-anisms, Shore shows, “the political became the existential”9 and vice versa—the existentialbecomes the political; the totalitarian state infiltrates its ideology and its political lan-guage in the capillaries of one’s private existence. In order to escape this infiltration,one has to invent a “private language,” “a language clearly departing from a commu-nist idiom that was their public language,”10 which would help one survive—wouldgive one a linguistic corpus which to metonymically live free.11 It was exactly whatPolish poets did: they invented a kind of lyrical poetry which would re-unify exis-tence.12

III. 

SHORE’S SENTENCE about the political becoming the existential and vice versa isalmost coincidental with the conclusion of Miranda Sherwin’s study on confessionalpoetics: after observing that poetry has to do with “discourses of identity,” whichmeans that “theorists are therefore exploring the ways in which identity is constructed,interpreted, internalized, represented, repressed, rejected, fragmented, and deconstruct-ed,”13 Sherwin concludes: “in confessional poetics, it is not so much that the personal ispolitical, as that the political has always already been personal”14 (my italics). And what
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both Shore and Sherwin write is also strikingly similar with what another Americancritic and poet, Edward Hirsch, writes about Polish poetry of the 1960s: “‘In Polish poet-ry there is always a dialogue between the individual and history,’ Zagajewski has said.‘Every major Polish poet is opposed to collectivist thinking. Yet the individual is alsoin touch with what is general, impersonal, historical. The individual is under pressureto justify being an individual.’”15

The existential becomes political—the individual becomes historical—and, as Hirschnotes further on, even the metaphysical becomes historical: “Miłosz’s ambivalence pointsout that Polish poets are in some sense metaphysical poets forced to become historicalones.”16 This is the crucial observation that also has to be made in the case of the Romanianpoets of the same era: their metaphysical wit was a camouflage for their historicalsense. Christopher Ricks remarks the same thing about Miłosz: “he needs, and builds,a poetic art which incorporates matters of speculation, argument, and wisdom, togeth-er with historical, philosophical and political hard terms.”17 The individual is forced tobecome, under totalitarianism, historical—and political—and metaphysical—and metaphor-ical. It is his manner of building himself a corpus when his own corpus becomes publicproperty; it is his manner of building his private language when his language is confis-cated; it is his manner of dealing with history in a non-historical appearance whenstate ideology becomes the official history. There was a general isomorphism of the situation in the whole of Eastern Europe,captive under communism: reinventing lyricism in an anti-lyrical age was synonymouswith building a lyrical corpus which would allow one to live free in an age of anti-liber-ty. Polish poets of the 1960s found more or less the same solutions like the Romanianones (and like the Czech and Slovak ones, and like the Hungarian ones of the sameperiod): they also camouflaged their sense of history under metaphysical and metaphor-ical allegories; they also talked obliquely about political matters, with sophisticatedand baroque allusions; they also invented “private languages” in an attempt to resist tothe all-pervading public ideological language. Their poems also have in general the appear-ance of a metaphysical and metaphorical fable—one can immediately sense that the poemspeaks about this contingent world even though it always pretends to speak aboutsomething transcendental or non-contingent. These similarities of adaptive solutions are indeed striking. Ana Blandiana famouslycamouflaged her anti-Ceauºescu poems under the mask of a seemingly innocent ani-mal fable, involving the figure of a tomcat named Arpagic (Scallion), representing (asany Romanian reader could tell) the malign figures of the communist power in Romania;Wisława Szymborska also made use, in one of her most famous volumes, Calling outto Yeti, of some sort of animal fable involving Yeti, standing (as every Polish readercould tell) for the brute destructive force of Polish Stalinism; Aleksander Wat also usedthis solution of the apparently innocent animal fable in his well-known “mouse poem”in Mediterranean Poems. The complicated allusive mythological poems of Czesław Miłoszwere frequently similar, both in scenery and in political substratum, with those of ªtefan Aug. Doinaº. Zbigniew Herbert’s jocular speculations about matter and angelsfind their correspondent in Nichita Stãnescu’s poems about angels and the structure ofmatter and time. The young Polish poets of the influential Skamander group (Julian



Tuwim, Antoni Słonimski, Jan Lechoń, Jarosław Iwaskiewicz) share the same post-avant-garde Drang and furor, as well as the same gusto towards a poetry descended in the streets,with the young Romanian poets of the post-avant-garde Albatros group—Geo Dumitrescu,Ion Caraion, or Constant Tonegaru. Despite the rich inventiveness of morphological adaptations, they all share onecommon feature: the existential becomes political via the metaphorical. The historical con-science is camouflaged under rich metaphorical strata—often buried so deep beneaththem, that it seemed to many commentators that it had no historical conscience at all.But this poetry itself is the historical conscience of its time; it was the only possible answerto those absurd and repressive historical times—and it is indeed telling that the poetsof the whole Eastern European communist bloc did identify the same adaptive solu-tions of talking about their confiscated historical conscience, about their confiscatedprivate language, about their confiscated intimacy, about their confiscated corpus. Theirbaroque metaphorical lyricism was not escapism and non-historicism—quite the con-trary, it was the only possible form of free speech in those historical conditions, both aboutand above those historical conditions—and was therefore the opposite of propaganda.Their poetical corpus gave them back their private corpus. Poetry, as in all totalitari-anisms, was their habeas corpus.   When the corpus is captive, lyricism becomes a political statement per se. It is what JoanAleshire also remarks in her beautiful defense of the lyric: 
What has happened to “lyric” as a descriptive term? It is used most often in its meaningof “rhapsodic” or “spontaneous” or “songlike,” but rarely in its original sense: as a poet-ry directly expressing the poet’s thoughts and emotions. Such a poetry has often been, initself, a political statement; Ossip Mandelstam and Anna Akhmatova wrote insistentlyand subversively of the self in a period that demanded political and artistic conformity.As their work shows, the poem of personal experience—the true lyric poem—can, throughvision, craft, and objectivity toward the material, give a sense of commonality with unpar-alleled intimacy.18

It is remarkable that this is also true not only for Eastern European totalitarian regimesof the 1960s, but also for Western liberal societies of the past midcentury: wheneverthe system aims at denying the corpus and/or effacing the private language and the pri-vate space, lyricism immediately responds as free speech camouflaged under aestheticform. Andrew S. Gross has devoted an entire book to this inverse correlation betweenthe erosion of liberalism and the consolidation of lyricism. Due to this reaction of lyri-cism against the abuses of power, Gross calls it “the free speech argument”—or, moretechnically, “the liberal aesthetic”: 
Lyricism per se was taken to be the opposite of propaganda: a form of free speech answer-able only to the dictates of self-reflection and valued primarily in open societies whereartists were at liberty to speak their minds. This free speech argument, which distinguishedpoetry from politics in the name of liberal individualism, is what I call the liberal aes-thetic. It was prominent in the early years of the Cold War but had the ironic effects of
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turning a fascist poet into a spokesman for democracy and prison-poetry into a symbolof free speech.19

The case of Gross’s study is that lyricism in contemporary American poetry was redefinedradically after World War II, in the wake of the scandal of the first Bollingen Prize in1949, awarded to Ezra Pound while he was still in the military prison-hospital of St.Elizabeth’s. Gross is right—it was indeed sadly ironic that the “liberal aesthetic” oflyricism had the effect of turning a fascist poet like Pound into a spokesman of democ-racy; on the other hand, it is not absurd at all that the same “liberal aesthetic” turns prison-poetry into a symbol of free speech. As we have seen, in conditions of confinement, whenone’s corpus is denied, lyricism is free speech. Literally—and corporeally. It was not only the isolated case of Pound and of his dramatic confinement—forthe American poets of the 1960s the accidents of American democracy had meant anew understanding of literary culture, as Philip Coleman has proven in a study aboutJohn Berryman; seemingly the most apolitical and non-historical of the poets of hisgeneration, Berryman’s poetry also shared a “public vision,” understanding lyricalinfluence “as a political matter,” as Coleman shows throughout his impeccable book: “anunderstanding of literary culture that sees influence itself as a political matter, a processof strategic engagement between poets that reflects their active selection of role mod-els from among many different possibilities.”20
Thus, one can see that Aleshire and Gross are absolutely right: lyricism is a politicalstatement. The lyric poem builds a corpus—and it gives him a personal voice. And evena heart, as Aleshire justly observes somewhere, annotating one of Tsvetayeva’ beautifulsentences: “I’m reminded of Marina Tsvetayeva’s comment on criticism: ‘There is noapproach to art; it is a seizing.’ In no art form is this seizing more apparent than in thelyric poem, which gives the shock of hearing a human voice speaking intimately, fromthe heart.”21
Even when totalitarianism takes away the corpus, lyricism gives the absent corpus aheart.

IV.

IT IS by now obvious that, despite the consensus among literary critics, the lyricismof the ’60 generation is not escapist and non-historical—on the contrary, it is freespeech, as form of “liberal aesthetic” exerted within a non-liberal regime and is there-fore political and historicized. The comparison with the lyricism of the Polish or Americanpoets of the same period has helped us see that more clearly. But even considered ansich, their lyricism should not have been taken as escapist and non-historical by a moreattentive eye. It is true: theirs is a richly metaphorical poetics, reinstating the rhetoricof the interwar modern poetry. But, while repeating that modernist rhetoric, they do notalso repeat the modernist orientation of the poetic imagination. The major theme of mod-ern Romanian interwar poetry was escapism and transgression—of the self, of the world,of the corpus: for Tudor Arghezi it was a mystical transgression, for Lucian Blaga a
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metaphysical one, for Barbu an intellectual one. For each of the great modernists (withthe singular exception of Bacovia), the self was something which had to be overcome,the world was something to be transcended, the corpus was something to be left behind. On the other hand, for the neomodernists (and it is curious that this was never noticed)the direction is reversed. It is true—like the modernists, they tend to define themselvesas otherworldly beings:  I am the spirit of the abyss,I live in another world than you do.(Nicolae Labiş, “I Am the Spirit of the Abyss”);
I am but astain of bloodthat speaks.(Nichita Stãnescu, “Self-portrait”);
The Poet—crown of thorns on the head of his generation.(Ioan Alexandru, “The Memory of the Poet”)22

But they are not attempting to leave this world behind them, they are not putting all theireffort into an attempt at transgression. On the contrary, they are trying to colonize thereal, they come here from their other worlds to stay; they are beings that have found theirvoice—and also their corpus—and now want to make use of them. For them, the poetis an extraordinary being surviving in a hostile world—their poetry being thus, in thefinal analysis, an exercise in accommodation and survival. Which means, of course, thecontrary movement of escapism; it could be defined, in a phrase coined by Caius Dobrescufor the criticism of the 1960s, as a lyricism originating in a civic aestheticism.23
What makes the case of the Romanian neomodernist poets remarkably peculiar is thatthey have to undertake their exercise of survival against “an obligation to happiness”,as Mihaela Ursa observes.24 Unlike their Western counterparts, writers living in thecommunist confinement shared an obligation to happiness; which, of course, madelyricism as a political gesture even more absurd: if in the case of the “liberal aesthetic”in the Western liberal democracies the enemy was clear and visible, in the Eastern com-munisms the official ideology did not allow them any enemy. As poetry is always areaction, the paradox is that its lyricism was allowed nothing to react against. It wasan exercise of survival against a deadly threat which was to remain unnamed—and whichwas to be taken as a blessing. The abstruse metaphorical sophistication of the ’60 gen-eration was also a response to the absurd abstruseness of the Romanian post-Stalinism. 

V.

THE ROMANIAN lyricism of the 1960s was the “liberal aesthetic” surviving in a non-liberal historical circumstance. It was just as allusive and metaphorical as lyri-cism in other communist regimes; and, just like them, it created a free corpus
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and a private language in a totalitarianism which denied both the corpus and privacy (pri-vate language included). It was, therefore, neither escapist nor non-historical: it did what it could best in theworst of times. And what it did was an exercise in habeas corpus. Without the free voices made possible by this lyricism, the postmodern poetry of the 1980s would nothave been possible either—it would have lacked the private languages to react to. 

�
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AbstractHabeas Corpus: The Resurgence of Lyricism in the Romanian Poetry of the 1960s Generation
The study re-examines the poetry of the ’60 generation, revising the major clichés attached to itby literary criticism—namely those of anachronism, escapism and non-historicism. While indeedrecycling the rhetoric and stylistics of interwar poetry, this neomodernist poetry of the 1960shas a well-camouflaged sense of history and a certain political nature which have remained unno-ticed so far by literary critics. By comparing it with the poetry of the 1960s in other communistcountries, such as Poland, we will be able to show that its lyricism is a form of “liberal aesthet-ics,” a reaction to propaganda and to the specific totalitarian attempt at effacing any private lan-guage and intimacy. This lyricism was free speech—and it made possible the even freer speech ofthe postmodern poetry of the 1980s.
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